
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

All its predictions ______________________ to the formidable test of time.1.
(submit)

have been submitted

So many things _________________ up by the roots again that were
settled when we left college.
2.

(tear)
have been torn

Some punctuation errors ______________________ silently.3. (correct)have been corrected

Numerous attempts _________________ to explain the phenomena of
electricity.
4.

(make)
have been made

I _________________ since that Bismarck has the same gift.5. (tell)have been told

Greek variants for single letters _______________________.6. (modernize)have been modernized

It _____________________ by the transcriber as an aid to the reader.7.
(generate)

has been generated

A valuable jewel ________________, which must be found before the
guests disperse for home.
8.

(lose)
has been lost

Variations in hyphenation _____________________ as they appear in the
original publication.
9.

(retain)
have been retained

That I _____________________ well I must ever feel; perhaps, not
always with the keen anguish I do at present-for I began even now to write
calmly, and I cannot restrain my tears.

10.

(not/use)

have not been used

They ___________________ in the text with mouse-hover popups.11.
(mark)

have been marked

Missing or illegible/damaged punctuation ____________________.12.
(repair)

has been repaired

The transit of the moon ____________________ with much success.13.
(observe)

has been observed
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It ________________________ by experiment that it is as easy to begin
with good literature as with the sort of reading described.
14.

(demonstrate)
has been demonstrated

When we see a stone building, we know that somewhere, far or near, a
quarry __________________.
15.

(open)has been opened

His memory ___________________ by those who had the largest
opportunity of knowing his rare promise, as a man of talents and energy of
nature.

16.

(honor)

has been honored

This is the second instance in which he _____________________ of this
offense.
17.

(convict)
has been convicted

Often when I _____________________ to get discouraged, I have
thought of what he said.
18.

(incline)
have been inclined

As to the manner in which the world ____________________ from that
day to this, it is no farther any concern of ours than to make a proper use of
the errors or the improvements which the history of it presents.

19.

(govern)

has been governed

The quantity of your coal ____________________ with the view to give
your vessel her best trim, and the supply is not large.
20.

(adjust)
has been adjusted
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